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Vibrational self-consistent field approach to anharmonic spectroscopy
of molecules in solids: Application to iodine in argon matrix
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An extension of the vibrational self-consistent field~VSCF! method is developed for quantitative
calculations of molecular vibrational spectroscopy in a crystalline solid environment. The approach
is applicable to fields such as matrix-isolation spectroscopy and spectroscopy of molecular crystals.
Advantages of the method are that extended solid vibrations and their coupling to intramolecular
modes are incorporated, and that the treatment includes anharmonic effects, both due to the intrinsic
property of individual modes and due to coupling between modes. Suitable boundary conditions are
adopted in treating the solid environment. In applications, e.g., molecules in rare-gas crystals,
hundreds of coupled molecular and matrix modes can be handled computationally. The method is
applied to the vibrational matrix-shift of iodine in an argon matrix, and the calculated overtone
frequencies are compared to experimental values obtained from both time-domain coherent Raman
and frequency-domain Resonance Raman measurements. The physical origin of the shifts is
interpreted in detail, and the properties of the iodine–argon interactions essential to obtain the
correct sign and magnitude of the shift are elucidated. An I2–Ar potential, based on anisotropic
atom–atom interactions and fitted toab initio calculations, gives the best agreement with
experiment. The results show that the VSCF solid-state approach is a powerful tool for matrix
spectroscopy. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1384870#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vibrational spectroscopy methods are among the m
important tools in the molecular sciences. One of the fr
tiers is high resolution spectroscopy in condensed pha
There is, for example, a growing number of accurate sp
troscopic measurements by a variety of new or improv
methods on molecules in a solid environment. Spectrosc
of molecular species isolated in rare-gas matrices, a sub
pioneered by Pimentel and co-workers,1 is one of the disci-
plines where high-resolution data is often obtained, a
where it can have important applications.2–4 In cases where
sharp vibrational lines are observed, tools of quantitative
terpretation are obviously desirable. Successful calculat
and comparison with experiment can then provide very u
ful insight on the intramolecular force field of the trapp
species, and also on the interaction between the mole
and the surrounding atoms.5 The challenge of such a trea
ment is, however, a formidable one, since the solution for
vibrational states of a many-atom system is required. T
can be done in a straightforward way only in the harmo
approximation. However, for most purposes such a treatm
is inadequate, in some cases dramatically so, such as
floppy molecules, hydrogen-bonded complexes in the ma
etc. Even in cases where anharmonicity is very modest,
accuracy of the available data justifies going beyond the
monic level.6 The treatment of matrix effects on the molec
2690021-9606/2001/115(6)/2695/7/$18.00
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lar vibrational lines would have been relatively simple,
course, had the media been of static atoms. In fact, b
theoretical considerations and ample experimental evide
show that the dynamics of the matrix vibrations often pla
an important role.7 Even when the observed transitions c
be assigned in terms of the modes of the free molecule,
tice dynamics is often significantly coupled to the molecu
vibrations, and must be incorporated in a general quantita
treatment.

The objective of the present paper is to develop a g
eral, quantitative algorithm for calculations of vibration
spectroscopy of molecules in matrices. The treatment
will be pursued is at the anharmonic level, and interactio
between different modes are treated, though approxima
Dynamical effects due to lattice vibrations, as well as t
static effects of the matrix atoms, are included. At the ba
of our treatment is the vibrational self-consistent fie
~VSCF! method, which has been extensively used for po
atomic molecules, including very large ones, in recent yea8

In essence, the present study extends the VSCF metho
molecules in matrices, and applies appropriate bound
conditions for the system. The good scaling property
VSCF with system size allows us to explicitly include ma
vibrational modes of the matrix as well as those of the e
bedded molecule.

We chose to first test the method for iodine in arg
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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matrices. Accurate overtone data is available for this sys
from frequency-domain Resonance Raman~RR! spectra9,10

and time-domain coherent Raman scattering~CARS!
measurements.11 The observed matrix shifts are very sma
but this is an interesting challenge in its own right: The stu
will explore whether the method has sufficient accuracy
analyze the shifts, and whether it can be used to determi
good potential for I2 in argon.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
review the vibrational self-consistent field method, and
scribe its application to extended systems. We describe
adopted boundary condition and discuss its advantage fo
present application. Section III outlines the model of the s
tem, and introduces the potential functions tested. The res
are presented and analyzed in Sec. IV. Concluding rem
are brought in Sec. V.

II. METHOD

A. Vibrational self-consistent field „VSCF… method

It will be useful to give here a brief outline of the VSC
method for polyatomic systems8 and to discuss later the nec
essary adaptation of the algorithm for the study of molecu
spectroscopy in solids. For a given equilibrium geometry
a system, normal-mode analysis yields harmonic frequen
and normal mode coordinates. The vibrational Schroedin
equation in mass-weighted normal coordinatesQ1 ,...,QN is
given as

S 2
1

2 (
j 51

N
]2

]Qj
2 1V~Q1 ,...,QN!Dcn~Q1 ,...,QN!

5Encn~Q1 ,...,QN!, ~1!

whereV(Q1 ,...,QN) is the full potential andN is the number
of vibrational degrees of freedom. The VSCF approximat
uses the separability ansatz,

cn~Q1 ,...,QN!5)
j 51

N

c j
~n!~Qj !, ~2!

which leads to the single-mode VSCF equations

S 2
1

2

]2

]Qj
2 1V̄j

~n!~Qj ! Dc j
~n!5enc j

~n! , ~3!

where the effective VSCF potentialV̄j
(n)(Qj ) for modeQj is

V̄j
~n!~Qj !5K)

lÞ j

N

c l
~n!~Ql !UV~Q1 ,...,QN!

3U)
lÞ j

N

c l
~n!~Ql !L . ~4!

Equations~3! and~4! are solved self-consistently, giving th
set of VSCF single-mode energies and single-mode w
functions. The total VSCF energy is given by
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
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VSCF5(

j 51

N

e j
~n!2~N21!K )

j 51

N

c j
~n!~Qj !U

3V~Q1 ,...,QN!U)
j 51

N

c j
~n!~Qj !L . ~5!

After obtaining the VSCF solution, it can be corrected f
correlation effects using second-order perturbation theor12

For the system studied later as application, the correla
corrections beyond VSCF are extremely small. Howev
should it be necessary in other systems to do so, the pe
bation theoretic corrections to VSCF are simple enough to
included in solid spectroscopic calculations.

The main computational difficulty of the above schem
is the evaluation of the multidimensional integrals in Eq
~4!–~5!, which contain the full potentialV(Q1 ,...,QN). Dif-
ferent schemes have been proposed to overcome this
culty. For the present application that deals with a great nu
ber of modes, the most suitable solution is the approxima
of pairwise mode interactions. This simplifies potentialV as
follows:

V~Q1 ,...,QN!5(
j

N

Vj
diag~Qj !1(

i
(
i , j

Vi j
coup~Qi ,Qj !,

~6!

where Vj
diag(Qj )5V(0,...,Qj ,...,0) are the ‘‘diagonal,’’

single-mode terms and Vi j
coup(Qi ,Qj )5V(0,...,Qj ,...,

Qi ,...,0) are thepairwise mode–mode coupling terms. Co
plings between three and more normal modes are neglec
This approximation of pair-wise interactions has been sho
to work reasonably well for many systems with empiric
potentials,13,14 as well as in studies of clusters of modera
size, usingab initio potentials.15 In any case, this approxi
mation is an assumption that must be checked in each a
cation. Within the pair-wise approximation, the calculati
of effective VSCF potentials~4! involves only 1-D integrals
of the form

Vj
coup,n~Qj !5^c i~Qi !uVi j

coupuc i~Qi !&, ~7!

and the calculation of the total VSCF energies requires u
2-D integrals. The computation of these integrals is do
numerically, using a grid representation of single-mode a
pair-coupling potentials. The single-mode VSCF equatio
~3! are also solved numerically using the sinc-DV
method.16 The grid points for each normal mode coordina
Qi are chosen equidistantly on an interval@2Qmax,Qmax#,
whereQmax is proportional tov i

21/2, i.e., to the zero-point
amplitude of modei. The number of grid points necessa
for accurate calculation depends on the number of relev
eigenstates for each mode.17 Typically 8-point grids are suf-
ficient if only the ground-state and the first excited state
of interest. For higher excited states, more grid points a
larger intervals are necessary.

While VSCF was first developed in the context of tw
mode systems,18 the method was found to scale very favo
ably with system size. Algorithms were developed that
particularly useful for large systems.19 The number of
coupled modes that can be efficiently treated depends on
level of theory used for calculating the potential energy s
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2697J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 6, 8 August 2001 Anharmonic spectroscopy of molecules in solids
face. State-of-the-artab initio calculations have recentl
been performed on the glycine molecule~18 coupled
modes!.15 If empirical potentials with simple analytic form
are used, calculations on systems with hundreds, or e
thousands of modes become feasible, while retaining the
herently anharmonic and quantum natures of the meth
This good scaling property allows us to extend VSCF to
study of solids, such as matrix-isolated molecules conside
in the present application.

B. Boundary conditions

Adopting VSCF to vibrations in solids requires the mo
eling of the extended system with a manageable numbe
atoms that are considered explicitly. This requires the cho
of appropriate boundary conditions. One possible choice i
use free boundary conditions, surrounding the molecule w
a few solvation layers and completely ignoring all effec
due to atoms outside of this region. Such a simulation
actually models the molecule embedded in a cluster ra
than in a matrix, therefore its use is questionable in mode
the extended lattice environment. In fact, the differences
structure between the cluster and the solid can be apprec
enough to influence the medium effect on the spectrum.
found the following choices of boundary conditions to
most useful for the class of problems considered:

Periodic Boundary Condition: The most common tec
nique to reduce finite-size effects is the use of perio
boundary conditions, common in the simulation of liqui
and solids.20 Because of the effective repetition of the syste
present in periodic calculations, an important requiremen
that the range of interactions be smaller than half the siz
the simulation box. This requirement is quite stringent in
present computations, as very accurate quadratic minima
needed to carry out vibrational analysis. In the present c
we found that using the common 108 atom cell to model
FCC lattice was not adequate, at least 256 atoms mus

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the simulation cell and its effective repetiti
for Periodic Boundary Conditions.
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included. This, in turn, means that computations must
performed with as many as 765 coupled modes. Figur
shows the simulation cell and its periodic extension wh
Periodic Boundary Conditions are used.

Dynamical Cell with Rigid Walls: The most usefu
boundary condition for the present application, one that
tains accuracy and greatly reduces the computational o
head, is the one involving a few mobile layers around
molecule, surrounded by two more frozen solvation layers
the host lattice. We refer to this choice as a Dynamical C
with Rigid Walls. In this treatment, the potential energy of
given configuration is calculated by taking all the atoms in
account, but relaxation is only performed on the mobile la
ers. Also, vibrational modes are calculated only for the m
bile part of the system. The effect of the frozen layers is
provide an external potential. The frozen layers that have
symmetry of the matrix and do not move during relaxatio
ensure the proper structure of the lattice site for the m
ecule, and there are no unphysical rearrangements that w
occur with free boundary conditions. On the other hand,
presence of mobile layers allows for dynamical simulation
the solid environment, delocalization of molecular mod
and coupling between molecular and lattice vibrations
treated explicitly. In the specific case to be considered h
I2 molecule isolated in an FCC lattice of argon atoms,
found that four solvation layers~448 atoms! with two layers
~72 atoms! being mobile was sufficient for converged resul
The computational efficiency of the applied scheme ste
from the fact that, although the overall number of atom
considered is quite large, the most expensive parts of
computation scale with the number of modes, i.e., with
number of mobile atoms. All of the results to be presen
were obtained using Dynamical Cell with Rigid Wal
boundary conditions, which is schematically illustrated
Fig. 2. Computations took only a few hours on a perso
computer.

III. SYSTEM AND POTENTIALS

The system studied here is I2 isolated in argon matrices
on which high resolution data is available.9,11 Argon crystal-

s

FIG. 2. Schematic picture of the Dynamical Cell with Rigid Walls bounda
condition.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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lizes in an FCC lattice with lattice parametera055.3 Å.
Geometric considerations suggest that iodine occupie
double-substitutional site in the matrix. This description
the substitutional site has been amply verified through p
simulations of time-resolved observables.21 As described in
the previous section, our simulation cell includes four sol
tion layers around the molecule. We assume that the pote
of I2 in Arn system is given as the sum of three terms:

U5UArn
1U I2

1U I22Arn
. ~8!

Calculations are obviously easier if an analytic fit to the p
tentials is available, and we shall attempt this for all inter
tions used. The interaction between argon atoms is mod
by pairwise-additive Lennard–Jones potentials:

UArn
5(

i , j
VLJ~r i j !, ~9!

with parameterss53.40 Å, e584 cm21.22,23 For the I2 mol-
ecule, we use the Morse potential,

U I2
5De~12e2b~r 2r e!!2, ~10!

with parameters extracted from the well-established g
phase spectroscopic data (r e52.666 Å, ve5214.57 cm21

and vexe50.627 cm21, where xe is the anharmonicity
parameter24!. Since we are interested in an accurate repres
tation of the potential near its minimum, we useDe

5v2/(4vexe)518,357 cm21, and b50.12177ve(m/De)
1/2

51.536 Å21. As De is fitted to spectroscopic data, this p
tential does not properly describe the dissociation limit of
molecule.

We describe the interaction between the iodine molec
and argon atoms as the sum of three-atom terms:

U I22Arn
5(

i
U I22Ar~ i ! , ~11!

where Ar~i! refers to theith argon atom. Several experime
tally motivated semi-empirical potentials have been p
posed in the literature to describe the I22Ar interaction.
Early attempts used a ‘‘dumb-bell’’ potential with isotrop
atom–atom potentials25

U I22Ar5V~r 1!1V~r 2!, ~12!

wherer i is the distance between the argon atom and theith
atom of I2. Subsequently, it was found that such a poten
does not correctly describe the properties of the I22Ar
cluster.26 In particular, I22Ar has two distinct isomers, a
linear and a T-shaped one,27 with similar binding energies
Isotropic potentials with the form of Eq.~12!, fail to describe
the binding of the linear isomer. We thus use the form s
gested by Naumkinet al.,28 which employs anisotropic
atom–atom potentials to describe the I22Ar interaction:

U I22Ar5V~r 1 ,f1!1V~r 2 ,f2!, ~13!

wherer 1;2 are the I–Ar distances, andf1;2 are the I–I–Ar
angles between the I–Ar radius vectors and the I–I bo
and

V~r ,f!5VL~r !cos2f1VP~r !sin2f, ~14!
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whereVL andVP correspond to the linear and perpendicu
directions, with respect to the I–I bond. In this work, w
used the Morse form for bothVL andVP. This form of the
potential is in the spirit of the DIM~Diatomic in Molecules!
approach29 that, for the I2-rare gas case constructs the pote
tial energy surface from anisotropic atom–atom potentia
We constructed three different I22Ar potentials, based on
the values of the I22Ar bond lengths
~measured from the center of the iodine molecule!, the bind-
ing energies, and the harmonic frequencies around equ
rium for both of the T-shaped and for the linear configu
tions. In Table I, we list these quantities, as reported in
literature. Although the results of Levyet al.30 only corre-
spond to the T-shaped isomer, we include them here, s
the isotropic potentials based on his data are still wid
used. The other two sets present values that more or
bracket the reported range in the literature. The results
Kunz et al. are based on recentab initio calculations,31 and
agree with the experimental findings of Klempereret al.32

Naumkinet al. calculated the potential energy surface with
scaledab initio scheme.33 Their results are close to the ea
lier potentials of Buchachenkoet al.34 who worked with the
semi-empirical DIM scheme. The main difference betwe
these two sets of values is that Naumkinet al.predict shorter
bond-lengths and deeper minima for both isomers. We
rived Morse parameters for all three sets. In the case of
results of Levyet al., we assumed an isotropic form, i.e., w
set the parameters corresponding to the perpendicular
parallel potentials equal. The resulting sets of Morse para
eter values are summarized in Table II. The structure of
cage surrounding the I2 molecule is shown in Fig. 3. The
structures obtained with all three I22Ar potentials are very
similar, but the differences still play a role in the magnitud
of the spectroscopic shifts.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To test the validity of our boundary condition in mode
ing the vibrational modes of the crystal, we first performed
harmonic analysis of the neat argon lattice using our simu
tion cell. The obtained, smoothed density of states, which

TABLE I. Measured/ab initio values of I22Ar bond lengths, binding ener-
gies and harmonic frequencies for the T-shaped and for the linear com
as reported in the literature.

Reference
RT /
Å

UT /
cm21

vT /
cm21

RL /
Å

UL /
cm21

vL /
cm21

30 4.02 250 27 ••• ••• •••
31 4.16 179 24 5.16 193 27
33 3.87 265 26 5.09 250 28

TABLE II. Parameters of the Morse potentials in Eq.~14!, constructed to
reproduce different sets of values in Table I.

Model potential r e
P/Å De

P/cm21 bP/Å 21 r e
L/Å De

L/cm21 bL/Å 21

Levy et al. 4.23 127 1.3 4.23 127 1.3
Kunz et al. 4.41 81 1.4 3.84 186 1.4
Naumkinet al. 4.14 123 1.25 3.78 234 1.25
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2699J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 6, 8 August 2001 Anharmonic spectroscopy of molecules in solids
plotted in Fig. 4, is in good agreement with the known ph
non spectrum of solid argon.35 The main difference is the
absence of long-wavelength vibrations due to the limited s
of the simulation cell. This is not a serious concern in t
present application, since the impurity vibrations are stron
localized, and matrix shifts are predominantly determined
the short-wavelength modes which are well-described in
model.

To simulate the doped solid, we replace the central p
of nearest neighbor argon atoms with molecular iodine. T
structure of the first solvation cell is shown on Fig. 3. Thr
separate calculations are performed using the three diffe
sets of potential parameters described in the previous sec
After allowing the simulation cell to relax to its minimum
energy configuration, a harmonic analysis is performed
determine the normal modes and their frequencies. The
mal modes are used to carry out the VSCF calculations, w
only pair-wise mode-couplings taken into consideration.
8-point grid is used for all lattice modes, except for the I
stretch mode. For the latter, a 32-point grid was used
represent the vibrational wave-functions of the first 8 exci
states with accuracy. Excited lattice modes were not con
ered. The calculation yields the excited state energies, f
which the level spacings are obtained from the energy dif
ence between successive vibrational states.

The harmonic frequencies are collected in Table III,
gether with experimental values for gas-phase and ma
isolated iodine. The computed level spacings,Ev2Ev21 ver-
sus v, are plotted in Fig. 5 for all three sets of potent
parameters. The VSCF frequencies and anharmonicities
ported in Table III are obtained from intercepts and slopes
the linear fits to the data. The VSCF frequencies are ca.
cm21 lower than the harmonic ones, an effect that must
attributed to the anharmonic coupling between the molec
and lattice. Inspection of Table III shows that according
the experimental findings, the vibrational frequency of m
lecular iodine undergoes 1–1.5 cm21 red shift upon solvation
in solid argon. The calculated frequency shifts depend on
choice of potentials. The isotropic I–Ar potential, which w
based on measurements by Levyet al., yields a VSCF fre-
quency blue shifted by 0.75 cm21 ~0.95 cm21 in the har-

FIG. 3. Iodine molecule and the first solvation layer of argon atoms in
matrix. Shaded argon atoms correspond to T-shaped and linear I22Ar com-
plexes.
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monic analysis!. The anisotropic potential fitted to theab
initio values calculated by Kunzet al. does not produce an
appreciable matrix shift. The parametrization based on
potential by Naumkinet al.produces a red shift of 1.2 cm21,
which is bracketed by the experimental values obtained fr
the two different measurements. Indeed, the agreement
tween experiment and theory is even better than what ma
concluded from the comparison of extrapolated data. Re
nance Raman spectroscopy directly measures transition
quencies. Time resolved CARS also measures level spac
directly, in the form of beat frequencies. Since the VSC
calculations yield excited state energies, we may direc
compare the experimental points with the simulations. T
is done in Fig. 5, where it can be seen that within the
ported error bars, the experiment coincides with the simu
tions based on the anisotropic potentials of Naumkinet al.

It can be safely concluded that it is necessary to inclu
the anisotropy of the I–Ar pair potential to describe the e
ergetics in the matrix. Moreover, it seems that the anisotro
potential of Naumkinet al.,33 when used in the three-bod
form of Eq. ~13!, yields a better agreement with experime
that the parametrization based on the potential by Ku
et al.13 Such statements are only possible because the V
method yields the excited state energies with their anhar
nicities and anharmonic couplings to the lattice modes, the
fore allowing a direct and accurate simulation of the expe
mental observables.

e

FIG. 4. Density of states calculated for argon, using simulation cell
scribed in text.

TABLE III. Frequencies of I–I stretch obtained with harmonic analysis, a
frequencies and anharmonicities obtained with VSCF, using different m
potentials. Gas-phase and matrix-isolation experimental results are
shown. All frequencies in cm21.

Model potential vHar vVSCF (vexe)VSCF

Levy et al. 215.51 215.31 0.61
Kunz et al. 214.63 214.47 0.61
Naumkinet al. 213.70 213.39 0.62

Experiment ve vexe

Gas-phase~Ref. 24! 214.57 0.627
RR in matrix ~Ref. 9! 213.70 0.60
CARS in matrix~Ref. 11! 213.05 0.57
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Given the success of the method in reproducing the
perimental red shift, it is useful to analyze the origin of t
matrix shifts that differ in magnitude and sign for the diffe
ent model potentials. To this end, we investigate the equ
rium structure of the simulation cells. The immediate ca
around the molecule shows small distortions that depend
the potential used. As a characteristic measure of the dis
tions, we calculated the I–Ar distances for the argon ato
in the ‘‘T-ring’’ and for the atoms collinear with the molecul
~the shaded atoms on Fig. 3!. We compare these distances
those in the ‘‘T’’ and in the linear isomers of the I22Ar
complex. The differencesDr 5r solid2r complex, together with
the I–I bond lengths are given in Table IV. Inspection
Table IV shows that the argon ring around the iodine bond
the matrix is significantly tighter than in the triatomic com
plex. In contrast, the collinear I–Ar distances are longer th
in the complex. In effect, the substitutional trapping site
argon produces a compressive stress in the plane perpen
lar to the molecule and a tensile stress along the I–I axis.
strain of the molecular bond is correlated with the tens
stress, but not with the compressive stress. Thus, for
potential based on Levyet al.,30 the difference in the collin-
ear I–Ar distance between complex and solid is negligib
consistent with this, the iodine bond length remains the sa
as in the free molecule. AsDr L increases in the anisotropi
potentials, so does the tensile strain of the iodine bond.
observed matrix shifts are determined by a delicate bala
between the compressive and tensile stresses. Thus, in
case of the potential based on Levyet al., the observed blue
shift must be entirely ascribed to the compressive stress
pendicular to the molecular axis. In the case of the Ku
et al. potential, sinceDr T is even smaller, the compressiv
stress is larger, and therefore, a larger blue shift would
expected. However, this is counter balanced by the ten
stress along the molecular axis, to render the matrix s
negligible. The potential by Naumkinet al., featuring the
shortest I–Ar equilibrium bond lengths in both direction
predicts the smallest compressive and the greatest te
stress on the molecule. The combined effect is a red shift
is remarkably close to the experimental value. We may c
clude that local cage structure and the associated matrix
are sensitive functions of the I–Ar potential and its angu
anisotropy.

FIG. 5. Measured and computed anharmonic frequencies for the I–I st
overtones in an argon matrix.
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To assess the dynamical contribution to the obser
matrix shift, we performed a VSCF calculation in which th
lattice atoms were frozen in their equilibrium geometry. T
red shift for the I2 vibration in the static field of the Ar atom
was about 0.3 cm21 smaller than in the previous case. Th
shows that the main part of the red shift is due to sta
effects described previously~cage structure!; however a non-
negligible part is caused by coupling to the modes of
matrix. We may conclude that the explicit treatment of t
lattice vibrations is necessary to accurately quantify ma
shifts.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introduced an extension of the vib
tional self-consistent field method for calculations of m
lecular vibrational spectroscopy in a crystalline solid en
ronment. Calculations are done on a simulation cell in wh
the first two solvation shells are treated dynamically, wh
two additional layers are frozen.

Using the prototype of iodine isolated in an argon m
trix, we demonstrated that the algorithm is a powerful to
for matrix spectroscopy. The matrix shifts are very small
this system. Our results show that the method, which
certainly be applied to large shifts, can also deal with ve
small effects when necessary. The method allows a di
calculation of energies of vibrationally excited states, a
therefore, affords a direct comparison with experimen
data. Moreover, the method allows the analysis of lo
structure and dynamics to establish the origins of matrix
fects on spectroscopic observables. Finally, the reproduc
of the red shift that is observed in this case allows the
sessment of the various I22Ar potentials that have been sug
gested in the literature. Anisotropic I–Ar potentials are fou
to be essential for reproducing experimental results of ma
isolation spectroscopy. Potentials parametrized using
scaledab initio potential by Naumkinet al.33 yield almost
perfect agreement with the experiments. Both static and
namic contributions are accounted in the VSCF treatme
and both have been shown to play significant roles in t
case.

Based on the results, many more applications are p
sible in the future. Due to the good scalability of our alg
rithm, quantitative spectroscopic calculations on subst
tially greater polyatomic molecules are feasible. Use ofab
initio potentials for the molecule, together with empiric
potentials to describe guest-host and host-host interaction
also possible. It may be useful to treat other types of so
systems; we plan to adopt the method in the study of m
lecular crystals and for molecules adsorbed on surfaces.

ch

TABLE IV. Difference between I–Ar distances for the argon atoms in t
‘‘T’’ and linear geometries in the solid and in the complex, and the length
the I–I bond after relaxation using different potentials.

Potential Dr T /Å Dr L /Å r I2
/Å

Levy et al. 20.36 0.01 2.666
Kunz et al. 20.45 0.27 2.668
Naumkinet al. 20.31 0.36 2.669
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